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It is pointed out that hyperfine interaction should be taken into account in the equation for 
the spin density matrix, which describes the evolution of atom polarization in optically 
pumped gases. A dispersion equation is derived for the possible frequencies of atom 
polarization oscillations in a polarized gas. It is shown that the very possibility of ob
servation of paramagnetic resonance exchange line shifts is due to the presence of 
hyperfine interaction. An analysis is made of the dependence of the paramagnetic 
resonance excitation amplitude at frequencies involving an exchange shift of the relation 
between the energy of hyperfine interaction between the electron and nucleus and the 
exchange interaction energy. 

The influence of the spin of the nucleus on the elec
tron spin resonance line shift due to exchange interac
tion of electrons and atoms in optically pumped gases 
has been extensively discussed in the literature of 
late [1-7). It is stated in some papers [1-4) that the spin of 
the nucleus plays no role, and the equation for the 
density matrix is expressed in a form that does not con
tain a term describing the hyper fine interaction of the 
electron and the nucleus. In other papers[5,6], on the 
other hand, using the interaction of an atom with a buf
fer spinless gas as an example, it is shown that the hy
perfine interaction leads to damping of the longitudinal 
polarization of the electron of the atom, with two relaxa
tion times. However, no analysiS is presented of the 
influence of the nuclear spin on the shifts of the lines in 
a polarized gas. 

As will be shown below, the very possibility of ob
serving a shift of the ESR line is connected with the 
existence of a hyperfine interaction between the elec
tron and the nucleus. It will also be shown that allow
ance for the nuclear spin leads to a change in the ex
pressions describing the relaxation of the polarization 
of the atomic electrons in comparison with the results 
gi ven by Balling et al. [1,2]. 

Let us stop first to discuss the form of the equation 
for the single-particle density matrix. Since this ques
tion is debatable, we derive the equation of interest to 
us by resorting to the general theory (see, for exam
pIe, [8]). According to this theory, the density matrix p 
of the system satisfies the equation 

i/ii)p / at = [J'6', p], (1) 

where J'6' :0 J'6'A + J'6'B + J'6'AA + J'6'BB + J'6'AB is the total 
Hamiltonian of the entire system and J'6'A(B) is the 
Hamiltonian of the noninteracting atoms of type A(B). 
It obviously contains a term describing hyperfine inter
action of the atomic electron with the nuclear spin. 
J'6'AA,(BB) (AB) is the part of the total Hamiltonian de-
scribing the interaction of the atoms with one another. 

Averaging (1) over all variables with the exception 
of the variables, say, of the atom A, we obtain from 
(1) an equation for the single-particle spin density 
matrix of the atom A: 

iii ap(A) =[J'6'(A),p(A)]+ili (ap(A») , 
i)t at coll 

where 
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(2 ) 

ili(ap (A) / aocoll= Sp'[J'6", p], J'6" = J'6' - J'6'(A) , 

and Sp' denotes averaging over all the variables with 
the exception of the variables describing the atom of 
type A. 

If we calculate (api at) coll by the method developed 
in[9-11), then we can express the collision term 
(apl at) coll in terms of the atom-atom scattering am
plitude. A collision term obtained in this manner coin
cides in form with the collision term derived in[1-4] and 
will therefore not be written out here. 

Equation (2) differs from the equation for the density 
matrix in[1-4) in the presence of the term [J'6'(A), p(A)], 
which describes free motion of the atom with allowance 
for the hyperfine interaction. In other words, the equa
tion obtained for the density matrix in[1-4] determines 
only the collision part of the total equation (2). 

Thus, from the point of view of general theory, inclu
sion of the hyper fine interaction in the equation for 
p(A) is essential. It remains only to clarify the role of 
this interaction. For simplicity, we shall henceforth 
neglect the level broadening due to collisions. We 
therefore discard from Eq. (27) given in[l] for dp/dt 
0= (api at ) coll all the terms that do not contain the 
imaginary unit i. As a result we obtain from (2), for 
atoms with one external electron in the S state, a sys
tem of equations in the form 

. dp(A) . 
"i--=[ (aASA!A -lSAH - ctAASAP A - ctABSAP.),p(A)], 

dt 
(3) 

where aA(aB) is a constant of the hyperfine interaction 
of the electron with the nucleus in the atom of type A(B), 
Y is the magneto mechanical ratio of the electron, 
jAOB) is the operator of the nuclear spin of the atom 
A(B), H is the external magnetic field, SA(B) is the 
electron spin operator, P A :0 2 Tr SAP (A) is the polar
ization vector of the electron of the atom A, and PB is 
the same for the atom B. The terms containing the 
constants aAA :otiKAAiTAA and aBB :otiKBBiTBB 
stem from the exchange scattering of the atoms of type 
A(B) by one another. An expression for them is given 
in[l,4]. The terms containing the constants aAB 
:0 tiKABiTAB and aBA :0 tiKBAiTBA are the result of 
the exchange scattering of the atom of type A by the 
atom of type B. Expressions for them can be found 
lik'ewise in[l,4). 
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We note that apart from allowance for the hyperfine 
interaction, the system (3) differs from the system used 
to analyze the line shift in(1,2] in that terms describing 
collisions of like atoms are taken into account. In addi
tion, in the cited papers they used only one equation for 
the analysis of the line shift, and the polarization of the 
second system was assumed fixed. It will be shown 
below that to analyze the shift it is necessary to solve 
the simultaneous system (3). 

It should be noted that Eqs. (3) can be obtained with 
the aid of the following simple reasoning. As indicated 
by us earlier[l2], owing to the refraction in the polarized 
gas, the atom is acted upon by an effective magnetic 
field that stems from the exchange interaction and is 
analogous in nature to the effective molecular field re
sponsible for ferromagnetism. A similar conclusion 
was subsequently drawn by Lambert for the case of 
optical pumping[3]. From the indicated point of view, 
the system (3) is perfectly understandable: it describes 
the temporal evolution of the polarization of an atom of 
type A(B) situated in an effective external magnetic 
field 

( a'A a..) Heff(B) = H+-,,(-PA +-,,(-P •. 

We proceed now to an analYSis of the influence of the 
hyperfine interaction on the paramagnetic resonance in 
the system under consideration. We shall show first 
that when we discard from the equation for p the term 
that describes the hyper fine interaction, the exchange 
line shift is not observable. In fact, if we discard the 
indicated term and then multiply the first equation of 
(3) by SA and the second by SB, and take the trace of 
both equations, then we obtain 

dP A "( aA. * a;-= -T[HPAl--T[P.PAj, 
(4) 

dP. "( a'A -;u= -T[HP.l--n-[PAP.l. 

The system (4) describes the temporal evolution of 
spins having identical magnetomechanical ratios and 
coupled with one another by exchange forces. Its form 
is perfectly analogous to the form of the system of 
equations describing the temporal evolution of the 
polarization of two sub lattices in an antiferromagnet in 
the limit of identical magnetomechanical ratios of the 
spins of both sublattices(13,14]. According to[13,14], in 
the case of small transverse oscillations of the polari
zation vector a'bout the stationary direction of the polar
ization vector in the system (4), there are two natural 
frequencies 

(5 ) 

We note that in(1-4], in which the hyperfine interaction 
is neglected, the electron spin precession frequency 
was analyzed using only one equation of (4), while the 
polarization of the second system was assumed fixed 
and directed along the z axis. As a consequence it was 
found that in the system A there is only one natural 
frequency liO = YHz + O!ABPBz. It will be shown later 
on that such an expression arises for the frequency only 
as a result of the hyper fine interaction in sufficiently 
weak exchange fields. 

Thus, polarization oscillations in the system on dis
carding the term containing the hyperfine interaction 
occur at two frequencies 0 1 and O2, and only the 
second of these contains the contribution of the exchange 
interaction. However, as shown in[13] (see also(14]), 
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where ferromagnetic resonance in a system of sublat
tices was considered, the transitions at the frequency 
02 are forbidden if the magnetomechanical ratios for 
the spins partiCipating in the resonance are identical. 
This is precise ly the situation in our case. 

Thus, in the absence of interactions between the 
electron spin and the nuclear spin, the exchange shift 
in the experiments of Balling et al.(1,2] would be unob
servable. 

We then take into account in (3) the term as· j, 
which describes the hyperfine interaction, and proceed 
to a more detailed investigation of its influence on the 
possibility of exciting resonance at the exchange fre
quency. 

Under stationary conditions, in the absence of an 
alternating external field h( t), the polarization vector 
PA(B) = POA(B), and its direction is either parallel or 
anti parallel to the constant magnetic field Ho. We 
choose the direction of Ho to be the quantization axis z, 
and then write down the density matrix in the repre
sentation of the eigenfunctions Ii> of the Hamiltonian 

~o = aSj - ,,(S,H, eff 

An expression for the eigenvalues Ei corresponding to 
the functions Ii> is given, for example, in(15]. 

We note that in the case under consideration, at 
h(t) = 0, the density matrix is diagonal. If we now turn 
on the field h(t), then off-diagonal elements appear in 
the density matrix and the polarization vector of the 
atoms becomes time -dependent: 

p';' 21: <iISlk) p.,= Po + 1>P(t). ,. 
In the representation of the eigenfunctions of the 

Hamiltonian ~o, the system (3) for the off-diagonal 
elements of the density matrix can be written in the 
form 

indp;.;(A) / dt = (E, - E.)p .. (A) 

+ (p,.(A) '---p .. (A»(iISAlk)[aAA6PA(t) +aAB1>P.(t) + "(h(t)], 

ilidp,m (B) / dt = (e, -- 8m) plm (B) 

+ (pu(B) - pmm(B) (1IS.1 m) [a.A1>P A(t) + a •• 1>P.(t) + "(h(t) l. 

(6) 

In deriving (6) from (3) we have left out the terms 
proportional to the product of OP( t) by the off-diagonal 
elements of the density matrix p, since they are of 
second order of smallness in comparison with the re
tained terms (it is assumed that I h (t) « H and that 
the deviation of the polarization from the stationary 
value is small, Le., loP(t)1 « Po). 

To find the solution of the system (6), we carry out a 
Fourier transformation with respect to time 

1 +-
p(t) = - J p(w)e-,wt dw. 

2n 

Further, solving the system (6) with respect to 
Pik(A, w) and Ptm(B, w), multiplying the first of the 
obtained expressions by < k I SA Ii> and the second by 
< m I SB It >, summing over all i '" k, and recognizing 
that 

we obtain 

1>PA(w)=2 ~ (kISAli)(p,,-p,,) 
..::.., liw - (E, - E.) 
i*1I. 
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:x [<iI SA I k> (aAA6P A (00) + a AB6PB (00) + 1h (00» ], 

6PB(oo)=2~ <mISBII>(PIl-Pmm) (7) 
i...J /ioo-(e,-em ) 

''''m 
X[ <IISBlm> (aBA6P A (00) + aBB6PB(oo) + 1h(oo» ]. 

It is convenient to examine the system (7) separately 
for the transverse components of the polarization vector 
oP = (ljPx , oPy , 0) and for the longitudinal component 
oP = (0,0, oPz ). In the former case we introduce the 
linear combinations /iP± = oPx ± i/iPy and ~ = hx 
± ihy . We then get from (7) 

[1-1j .. (oo)aAA]6PA(-l(oo) -1j .. (oo)a AB6PB(-l(oo) = 1jA(oo)1h_(oo), 
(8) 

-1jB(oo)a .... 6PA(_l(oo) + [1-1jB(oo)aBB]6PB(_l(oo) = 1jB(oo)1h_(oo), 

where 

S(±l = s. ± is,, 
and 1/B(W) is obtained from 11A(W) by replacing the 
subscript A by B and replacing E by E. Equations 
for oP+ are obtained from (8) by replacing the sub
script (-) by (+). Equations for the determination of 
the longitudinal oscillations /iPz of the polarization 
vector are obtained by replacing the quantities S(±) by 
Sz f2 in the coefficients of ,.,. From (8) we obtain the 
following expression for OPA(_)(W): 

6P A(-l(oo) = XA (oo)h_(oo), 

If the system is excited by a transverse alternating 
magnetic field h(t) with compoD:ents hx = hi cos m and 
hy = hi sin m, then h(t) = hi e-1m and h_ (w) 
= 27Thi o( W - n). Substituting the indicated expression 
for h_( w) in (9) and taking the inverse Fourier trans
form, we obtain ultimately for liP _( t) an expression of 
the type 

(10) 

The quantity X(n) has the meaning of the suscepti
bility of the system. The values of the frequency n at 
which X(n) becomes infinite determine, on the one hand, 
the natural frequencies of the oscillations in the con
sidered system and, on the other, the frequencies at 
which paramagnetic resonance takes place. To find 
them it is necessary to equate the denominator of (9) 
(the determinant of the system (8» to zero, Le., 

[1-1jA (oo)aAA] [1- 'lB(oo)aBB] - 'lA (oo)aAB'lB(oo) aBA = O. (11) 

Knowledge of these natural frequencies (the roots of 
Eq. (11» enables us to rewrite (9) in the form 

X-' (00) = 'lA(ooh[ 1 - 'lB (oo)aBH + aAB'lB(oo)] 

X II (oo-Elk) II (oo-e,m) III (oo-Qf), 
(12 ) 

i=l=k ['¢om f 

where nf are the roots of Eq. (11). 

We consider now some particular cases. 

If the hyperfine interaction between the spins of the 
electron and the nucleus is equal to zero then, as shown 
earlier, the exchange line shift is not observable. It can 
be shown that the same result follows directly from 
formula (12). 

We now take the hyper fine interaction into account. 
We assume that the energy of the hyper fine interaction 
is much smaller than the energy of interaction of the 
electron with exchange field. The eigenvalues of the 
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Hamiltonian of the atom :1&0 can in this case be written 
in the form (see, for example,[l51) 

E, = -1m.H, err (A) + aAm,mj, 

8, = -1m.H, err (B) + aBm,m;., 
(13) 

where ms is the magnetic quantum number of the elec
tron and mj is the magnetic quantum number of the 
nucleus with angular momentum j. 

Since the operators S± that enter in the expression 
for 11 (w) have nonzero matrix elements for transitions 
with electron spin flip and without a change of the spin 
of the nucleus, the difference Eik and Elm in 11(W) can 
be expressed in the form 

81m .:== Bmsmj' ms'mp' = [- yH z eff (m.~ - ms') +- anmj' (m.~ - ms')1 6mj,mj'l; 

(14) 

According to (14), in strong exchange fields the quanti
ties Eik and ELm form a family of equidistant lines, 
the separation of which is determined by the hyperfine 
interaction; these lines are grouped about a value cor
responding to the Zeeman splitting in the effective field 
Hz eff· 

We proceed to find the roots of the dispersion equa
tion (11). To this end, we use a method described for 
the analysis of similar solutions in[161. Since the posi
tions of the singular pOints (14) are known, we can con
clude from an examination of a plot of (11) that in the 
limit of strong exchange fields all but two of the roots 
of (11) lie between the unperturbed roots Eik and Elm, 
and consequently the distance between them is on the 
order of the hyperfine splitting. The two roots n 1 and 
n 2 are separated from the indicated group by a distance 
on the order of the value of the splitting in the exchange 
field, and coincide in magnitude with the frequencies 
(5 ). 

Assume now that we are exciting the system at the 
frequency of the electron Zeeman splitting in an ordi
nary magnetic field. In this case, taking into account 
the locations of the roots, we can rewrite (12) in the 
form 

(15) 

where the constant is of the order of unity. 

On the other hand, if we excite our system at one of 
the exchange frequencies, say n 2, then 

( ) ,1 ~ 
XA CD =const .----, 

00 - Q, Qexc 
(16) 

where const' is of the order of unity, !:>. is the hyperfine 
splitting, and n exc = YHz eff is the precession fre
quency in the effective field. 

Thus, in the second case the amplitude of the polari
zation excitation is smaller by a factor !:>./nexc than 
the amplitude of excitation of the Zeeman precession 
frequency in an ordinary magnetic field and tends to 
zero with increasing exchange interaction, or else when 
the hyperfine interaction!:>. tends to zero. 

We now investigate the case when the Zeeman 
splitting of the levels of the atoms in the exchange field 
is much smaller than the hyper fine splitting. Two cases 
are pOSSible, in which the external magnetic field is 
either much smaller or much larger than the hyperfine 
interaction. We consider in greater detail the first case. 
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Let the resonance be produced at the Zeeman frequen
cies (the experimental situation obtaining in [1,2]). 

In this case we can neglect in (8) the terms in the 
denominators of which the difference Ei + Ek( El - Em) 
is of the order of the hyperfine splitting. We assume 
furthermore for simplicity that only states with total 
angular momentum F = j + )t2 are populated. Recogniz
ing that the operators S(±) change the magnetic quantum 
number by unity and that the energy separations between 
neighboring levels belonging to a given value of the total 
angular momentum are identical in the case of weak 
fields of interest to us (Ei - Ek = EFmF - EF mF-l 
= tinA), we can transform the dispersion equation into 

(1- aAA!A) (1- aBB!B) _ aABaBA!A!B 0, (17) 
w - Q A W - Q B (w - QA) (w - QB) 

Le., 

where 

!A = ~ ~ <mH'I. -1ISA(-)l mi+'I.><mw JSA(+)lmwl. -1> (Pmi+'I. - pm;+'I. -,), 

x (Pmj'+'I.-Pm;'+'I.-') 

(we recall that each index iklm in Eq. (8) stands for a 
pair of quantum numbers F and mF). 

It follows from (18) that the system in question has 
two natural frequencies 

W',' = 1/.[ (QA + aAA!A) + (QB + aBB!B) 1 
(19 ) 

If the difference between the splittings of the levels of 
of the atom A and of the atom B is much larger than 
the precession frequency in the exchange field, or more 
accurately if 

[(QA + aAA!A) - (Q. + a •• !.) l' ~ 4aABaBA!A!., 

then it follows from (19) that 

(20) 
w, = Q. + a •• ! B _ aA.a.A! At. 

(QA +aAA!A)-(Q. + a •• !.) , 

Le., the precession of the atoms A in the exchange 
field produced by the polarized atoms B can be con
sidered without taking into account the reaction of the 
precession of the atoms B in the exchange field pro
duced by the atoms A. Treatment of this kind leads to 
a precession-frequency shift given by the second terms 
in formulas (12). Under the conditions of the experi
ments of Balling et al. (1,2 J, the indicated correction is 
small (the exchange field in(1,2J is smaller by approxi
mately two orders of magnitude than the external mag
netic field). This is precisely why the exchange shift of 
the Zeeman frequency of the free electrons can be con
sidered in the manner used in(1,2J without taking into 
account the usual influence of the polarizations of the 
interacting subsystems, so that a single frequency 
tin = YHz + aABPBz is obtained. However, if the densi
ties of the gases A and B are increased in experiments 
of the type of[1,2J by one or two orders of magnitude, 
then the systems A and B cannot be considered inde
pendently, and Eqs. (18) and (19) must be used for the 
analysis of the possible resonant frequencies. 
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Let us consider the second case: the exchange inter
action is, as before, much weaker than the hyperfine 
interaction, but the external field is much stronger. The 
method of solving Eqs. (8)-(11) is analogous to the 
first case, but the expressions for the energies Ei and 
E1 are taken for the case of strong fields (formulas (13), 
and the eigenfunctions of the atoms are chosen to be the 
eigenfunctions jz of the operator Sz. An analysis of the 
solutions obtained in this manner shows that resonance 
at the exchange frequency exists in the general case of 
a partially polarized target, and is suppressed only in 
a fully polarized target. 

We proceed now to consider the influence of the 
nuclear spin on the longitudinal relaxation of the atomic
electron polarization, the dependence of which on the 
frequency of the applied magnetic field was investigated 
experimentally in[l,21. For concreteness, we consider 
the system investigated in these studies, namely a gas 
of polarized atoms interacting with electrons. In the 
general case, the equations describing the motion of 
the polarization of the atom with allowance for damping 
are very complicated. However, if the Zeeman splitting 
is much larger than the level width, the alternating
field frequency is far from the atomic-level splitting 
frequency, and the polarization of the system is not very 
high, then the following system of equations[5] can be 
obtained for the longitudinal polarization of the atoms: 

dP A. / dt = <p, - a,P A. + al;<;') + a,.P .. , 

d(j,) / dt = <p, + a;AP A, - a;<;,) + aj,P,,, 
(21) 

where all the quantities q; and a depend on the nuclear 
spin j; their explicit form is given in[51 (Eqs. (85) and 
(86)). The equation describing the motion of the polari
zation vector of the electrons (atoms with nuclear spin 
equal to zero) with allowance for damping is much 
simpler and can be obtained by adding to the system (4) 
a term in the form -(Pe - PA)/Tee (for a derivation 
see[31): 

~=-.L[HP.l- K .. (PAP,l-P .. -PA. (22) 
dt h T" T" 

Recognizing further that under the conditions of the ex
periment in(1,2] the effective exchange field is much 
weaker than the constant external magnetic field, we 
can disregard the influence of the atomic system on the 
exchange shift of the electron-system levels (see the 
discussion of (20)), and discard from (22) the transverse 
polarization components PAx and PAy. Solving Eq. (22) 
for the transverse components, we obtain 

. K i-' 
P (+)=...lp H(+) ( +..lH +~P --) 

e Ii ez (i) Ii Z Tee Az Tee ' 

(23) 

where w is the frequency of the transverse magnetic 
field, H(±) = Hx ± iHy . Substituting pi±) in Eq. (22) for 

the component P ez' and recognizing that dP ez / dt = 0 
under the stationary conditions, we obtain the following 
relation between the longitudinal polarizations of the 
electrons and atoms: 

{ '(' [( '( K )' (1)'] -I } P,,=PA • I-fl" H.L' w+----n H.+ T:: PA• + r:: . (24) 

Eliminating Pez from the system (21), we have under 
stationary conditions (dP Az / dt = d < jz ) / dt = 0) a 
simple system of two equations, the solution of which 
for the polarization PAz is given by 

PA, = a(j)+ ~(j) ~, H.L' [ (w + '(h H, + :':' P A')' + U .. )'] -, . (25) 

where a( j) and (3( j) are coefficients independent of w. 
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Thus, under stationary conditions in weak exchange 
fields, the functional dependence of PAz on the fre
quency of the applied field w is the same as that used 
in [1,2]. Allowance for the hyper fine interaction leads 
only to a change in the value of the stationary polariza
tion PAz in comparison with the results of[l,2], and to 
the appearance of its dependence on the value of the 
nuclear spin. We note in conclusion that, in accordance 
with (21), the hyperfine interaction also leads to a de
pendence of the type (25) on w for the longitudinal 
polarization of the nuclear spin. In addition, if we solve 
the system (6) with respect to the density matrix (com
pare with the method of obtaining the dispersion equa
tion), multiply the result by the nuclear spin operator j, 
and take the trace, then we find that the frequency de
pendence of the transverse polarization of the nucleus 
also contains information on the magnitude of the ex
change interaction. This enables us to study the ex
change interaction by investigating the behavior of the 
nuclear polarization in an optically pumped gas (for 
example, by studying the angular distribution or the 
angular correlation of the 'Y quanta emitted following 
decay of an excited nucleus). The foregoing pertains, 
of course, also to such systems as muonium and posi
tronium in a polarized gaseous (condensed) medium. 

The author is deeply grateful to V. L. Lyuboshitz 
and M. I. PodgoretskiI for a useful discussion and 
valuable remarks. 
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